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Abstract:

Background: Genetic research has become an indispensable instrument for medical research, and the subjects involved have both divergent and convergent interests.

Objective: The possibility of having more detailed genetic information undoubtedly offers benefits for the health of the subject, but could also pose risks and make the subject vulnerable to discrimination.

The scientific community has viewed very favorably the public health utility of family history, in which data from a family whose members suffer from chronic pathologies is collected and filed, in order to develop a sort of “stratification of family risk.”

Even though in the last decade the scientific and juridical literature has contributed greatly to the topic of biobanks, the perplexities that continue to surround this theme give the idea that current ethical protocols on research are inadequate.

Conclusion: Genetic data must be used not to exploit, but to serve the person. Freedom and responsibility must be the twin guiding lights for establishing parameters for the use of biological samples. An evaluation of how this technology impacts the various aspects of the future of society is urgently needed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable growth of knowledge in the field of genetics has meant that biological samples once considered little more than waste material are now highly prized, because the essential information they contain has become a fundamental and indispensable element for medical research, for the understanding of pathological processes, for the development of new diagnostic techniques and the creation of new therapies. In other words, this genetic information is the object of what we could define as a new “gold rush.” [1].

Given the scientific value of biological samples and the development of conservation techniques, there has been a proliferation of collection centers for these samples, namely, “research biobanks.” The term “biobanking” was first used in the scientific literature in the mid-1990s to indicate the activity of storage and conservation of biological materials (organs, tissues, blood and cells) in hospitals or other public or private organizations [2]. It was used in an article on biomedical research by Steffen Loft and Henrick Enghusen Poulsen, professors of clinical pharmacology at the University of Copenhagen [3].

The phenomenon of biobanks intertwines with the theme of the human genome, which has also been addressed in terms of respect for the dignity and fundamental rights of the person in numerous international documents, which have prohibited any form of discrimination against people for reasons of their genetic patrimony (art. 11) and have limited the use of predictive genetic tests to medical or medical research purposes, with appropriate genetic consultation (art. 12) [4]. These documents have set forth the person’s right to dignity.
and her/his own rights, independently of the person’s genetic characteristics (art. 2) and rejected any form of discrimination based on genetic characteristics that would violate or bring about the effect of violating human rights, fundamental freedoms, and human dignity (art. 6) [5]. In particular, they have prohibited any form of discrimination based on genetic characteristics (art. 21) [6], coming out against the genetic screening of workers, except in specific cases expressly authorized by law (art. 6.12) [7], and have identified the necessary guarantees regarding genetic data, affording the need to take into consideration and regulate the juridical status of biological samples, which could be used to constitute a source of personal information [8, 9].

The development of biobanks for medical-scientific research is inherently complex, involving issues such as freedom of self-determination, informed consent, protection of privacy, the sharing of genetic data, and the ownership of biological samples.

The present study focuses on informed consent in Italian law.

2. WHAT IS A BIOBANK?

There is no single universal definition of “biobank,” but rather numerous national and international proposals united in the definition used in the scientific literature, which indicates “a structured collection of human biological material accessible on the basis of specific criteria [10, 11]” “in accordance with a code of good usage and correct behavior, and with further directions provided by Ethical Committees and Universities [12]” and “in which the information contained in the biological material can be connected to a given person [2], “for diagnostic, therapeutic and research purposes [13].”

This definition was amplified by European Union legislation beginning in 1994 [14], which defined biobanks as “non-profit service units for the collection and storage of human biological material for genetic diagnoses, for biodiversity studies, and for research” [15]. The particular characteristic of these samples is that they can be related to the personal, genealogical and clinical data of the donors.

3. INFORMED CONSENT FOR GENETICS-BASED MEDICAL RESEARCH

The indispensable condition for any diagnostic or therapeutic activity concerning the genetic patrimony of a patient is the person’s informed consent, in respect of the fundamental principles of human dignity and physical integrity [16]. While informed consent is central to the doctor-patient relationship in general, difficulties may arise in the specific case of genetic data, first, because a person’s genetic data is shared with his or her “biological group,” and second, because future research goals and uses for the sample may not have been among the purposes for which the consent was granted when the samples were taken [9].

This situation calls for careful reflection on the Italian legislation covering this phenomenon. Can the traditional concept of informed consent be applied in this context? Or must the principles involved be adapted to these new conditions?

The principle of informed consent [17] constitutes the manifestation of the freedom of self determination of the subject in relation to his/her own health and is grounded in the Constitution (articles 2, 13, 32 Const [18 - 24]). The importance of this principle is also seen in some articles of the Medical Deontology Code [25], which view informed consent as a requisite for the lawfulness and legitimacy of every diagnostic or treatment procedure. Consent must be personal, specific, expressed, aware, informed, free, and revocable at any time.

The theme of “informed consent” thus constitutes the true crux of the problem [26] in regulating research biobanks, because it concerns the relationship between the person and the parts separated from the body. In this context, there are two different phases for informed consent [27]. The first regards the removal of biological material during diagnostic or treatment procedures, and the second concerns the subject’s manifestation of his/her wishes is a free act of self-determination regarding acts related to his/her health. Instead, with the separation of the material from the body, since the indissoluble bond between the person and biological material is lacking [28], the expression of the subject’s wishes regards the protection of his/her privacy, inasmuch as the samples contain information about his/her genetic data.

More specifically, there are three fundamental moments [29] in which it is important to obtain consent:

[a] When the subject receives information and chooses to donate his or her own biological material to the physician;
[b] When the data are shared with other healthcare professionals (when the sample and information are added to the biobank);
[c] When the data obtained is made known (disclosure) and further sharing of this information with others is planned (for example, external researchers).

3.1. Different Types of Informed Consent

Currently, the informed consent models [30, 31] range from quite restricted models of specific informed consent [32], at one end of the spectrum, to the renunciation of all rights (Open consent [33]) at the other end. In between, there are partially narrow consent, multi-layered consent, a non-restricted broad consent [34 - 36] and blanket consent that allows any research (Table 1). An interesting development, in addition, is a trust-based participation pact guided by solidarity and reciprocity [37].

It is obvious that such a wide range between the two extremes is due to the lack of unified national and international regulations. For this reason, informed consent is the most debated issue regarding biobanks [39].

The choice of one or the other model indicates the actuation of principles to be given pre-eminence, that is, either the freedom of scientific research or protection of the right to privacy.
Table 1. Types of informed consent (Salvaterra et al\textsuperscript{29} [30], modified).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of informed consent</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific, or fully restricted, informed consent</td>
<td>This is the classic type of consent, in conformity with bioethics declarations, recommendations and codes</td>
<td>Biological samples and data can only be used for immediate research. This model guarantees the maximum protection of the donor’s autonomy.</td>
<td>Prohibits research not authorized in the original consent. High costs of research. Possible loss of unused biological material.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially narrow consent</td>
<td>A less rigid version of specific informed consent</td>
<td>Allows use of the biological samples and data for the immediate research and also for future studies directly or indirectly connected to it.</td>
<td>Narrowness - not too rigid- limited to the research goals stated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-layered consent</td>
<td>The typical type used in studies presented in the scientific literature.</td>
<td>Includes different options stating the knowledge goals to be reached through distinct but not yet specified studies. The donor can be asked to approve the use of samples for: 1) future studies of the same phase; 2) studies in research areas that are similar in terms of the pathology type (for example, diabetes, cancer, etc.); 3) future studies in independent research areas but on the same pathology (ex. pharmacokinetics studies, population studies, etc.)</td>
<td>When the biological material is stored in a network of biobanks that manage studies with totally different goals [38], it may happen that the consent given is for a kind of research that is totally different from kind of study that researchers wish to do [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad consent</td>
<td>The consent is not actually informed. Rather, it is a generic transposition of news, in consideration of the uncertainty of future research.</td>
<td>Permits the use of biological samples and their data for the research in question and also for the future study of any kind.</td>
<td>The rights of the subject are sacrificed to the interests of the study, contrary to the national and international legislation on the self-determination of subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanket consent</td>
<td>The biological sample obtained for clinical tests is stored in the biobank and remains there for an indefinite time.</td>
<td>Goals and research are not specified. The donor can refuse permission for the sample and data to be kept in the biobank.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open consent</td>
<td>This type is used for the collection of biological material in populations</td>
<td>No limitations to the type of research allowed.</td>
<td>At the moment of donation, the donors give up their rights to the protection of their personal data and are aware that their privacy cannot be guaranteed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently, in regulatory systems less focused on guarantees, veracity becomes the cardinal principle that precedes the rights of the individual [29] and this pre-eminence for the right to privacy is justified by the duty of the person to participate in biomedical research, a duty grounded in the principle of solidarity [40].

This issue of informed consent must be faced with the utmost seriousness, given its implications in professional liability [41].

The European Institute of Oncology in Milan has proposed a new consent model, the result of cooperation among bioethicists, researchers, clinicians and participants, based on a “Participation Pact” [27] between researchers and donors. It focuses on trust and outlines a new form of participation in research that differs significantly from previous models, which attempted to impose on participants a “duty to participate in research.” Instead, the Participation Pact is based on a relationship and offers a choice based on the principle of solidarity and reciprocity.

In this Pact, the concept of “important information” must be reevaluated, because it is not based on the information concerning the specific study (which has been traditionally interpreted as full disclosure of information concerning the potential risks and benefits of the specific experimentation for the specific participant), but on a communication of “values”.

In particular, it has been suggested [42] “that: i) the concept of reciprocity should be broadened to include not only the participant and the researcher but also society as a whole; ii) the alliance between researcher, participant and society should restore the concept of trust” [43].

Based on the principle of reciprocity, researchers, participants and society as a whole, in their role as moral agents, possess both duties and rights, thus creating a network of alliances.

3.2. Italian Legislation

In the attempt to understand the phenomenon in the Italian juridical panorama, where there is a legislative void, one must necessarily refer to those few regulations that do exist.

The National Committee for Bioethics, the Italian government’s consulting body, set forth the model of partially narrow consent [43] as the modality that permits the use of biological material for the goals of specific research that prompted the collection, and for future goals “connected” to it.

In addition, in the case of genetic biobanks, informed consent at the moment of collection must be extended to conservation and possible future use, for diagnostic purposes.
and/or those of research. Concerning this aspect, even if the European Convention of Oviedo (transposed into Italian law with L. 145/01) does not refer explicitly to biobanks, it established the lawfulness of using conserved samples as long as adequate information was provided, anonymity is guaranteed, and written consent has been given.

Two observations can be made about current Italian legislation on this subject [44], (or the lack thereof). First, the laws are specific rather than general. They regulate particular kinds of biobanks, such as those for umbilical cord stem cells [45, 46] or service units for security purposes [47]. Second, they only cover the treatment of personal and genetic data.

The one real instrument of reference is the Authorization for treatment of genetic data [48] issued by the Authority for the protection of genetic data [49], the independent authority to whom Italian lawmakers delegated responsibility for introducing a systematic set of rules on the subject into Italian law. It is the only important and legally binding source on the subject. However, formally it is concerned only with the treatment of genetic data, not the organic material from which the data was derived, nor is it responsible for the regulation of biobanks in general. As a result, these issues are addressed indirectly, sporadically, tangentially and fragmentally.

The one real instrument of reference is the previously described Authorisation for the treatment of genetic data [31, 49, 50] by the Authority for the protection of personal data, which demands previous written consent from the patient for the treatment of genetic data and use of biological samples (art. 6), and requires that the consent regard “adequately specified” purposes. The subject need not be contacted again for consent (art. 8) if the research is directly connected with the originally authorized research, or does not diverge from it, limited to the pursuit of scientific and statistical goals directly related with the original ones [51].

Instead, for new inquiries, the subject must be contacted again in order to obtain informed consent for the treatment of personal data and the use of biological samples, unless, for particular reasons, this activity cannot be carried out, even though every reasonable effort has been made to reach the subject, and the research program, which has received approval by the ethics committee for the area, has been explicitly authorised by the Authority (in line with art.90 of the DLgs 196/03) [52].

In addition, consent given by donors is freely revocable at any moment; this involves the destruction of the biological sample, unless from the beginning it cannot be connected to an identified or identifiable person.

This authorization seems to give a concrete form to the model of “broad consent” seen as a “flexible middle way” between open and specific consent, which foresees the possibility of using biological samples for research connected to that for which the consent was given, together with guarantees for the donor, among them anonymisation of the sample, the possibility for the subject to withdraw the act of authorization for the use of samples, in any moment, and evaluation conducted by an ethics committee [53].

However, the Authorisation is restrictive in the use of data and biological samples from subjects who are incapable of providing their own consent, when the goals of the scientific research do not bring any direct benefit to the subject. More specifically, the study may be conducted exclusively if its objective is the improvement of the health of other people belonging to the same age group, or who suffer the same pathology, or who find themselves in the same conditions, and the research program has received approval from the appropriate ethics committee in the area.

In general, the Authorisation demands that free and revocable consent be given in writing before the procedure. In addition, the information sheet must detail all the goals of the research and the results that can be obtained, also in relation to unexpected information that could be learned through the effect of the treatment of genetic data. It must state the right of the subject to refuse permission for the treatment of genetic data for legitimate reasons, and specify whether or not the subject can limit the extent of communication of genetic data and the transfer of biological samples, as well as limit possible future use of these sample for other goals, unless the data and biological samples, originally or after treatment, no longer permit identification of the subject. The information sheet must explain the measures adopted to enable identification of the subject only for the time necessary for the goals of the collection or subsequent treatment [(art. 11, point 1, letter e) of the Code], and spell out the ways the subjects who so desire can access the information contained in the research program. Finally, it must specify the period of time that the genetic data and biological samples will be conserved.

When the research is based on genetic tests, including screening, at the moment of providing informed consent, the subject must be asked whether he or she wants to know the results of the test or research, including possible unexpected findings that concern him or her, when they represent a concrete and direct benefit in terms of treatment or prevention or awareness about reproductive choices.

In addition to demanding the donor’s informed consent to the collection of the sample, and consent regarding the destination of the sample, in 2008 the Authority underlined that the consent to treatment of personal data for biomedical research purposes has autonomy. It also indicated the parameters for judging the adequacy of the information to be provided to the subject in the guidelines for the treatment of personal data, in the context of clinical experimentation of medicines [54].

In the case of the death of the subject, Recommendation 4/06 of the Council of Europe [55] indicates that the use of the biological material is possible in cases when the donor did not explicitly withhold permission.

This Recommendation encourages reasonable efforts to re-contact those concerned. Should there be some impediment, the Recommendation indicates that the case should be evaluated by a third party organization, which in the case of Italy is the Authority (art. 110 of D.Lgs 196/3).
3.3. Informed Consent for Population Studies

Up to this point we have analysed aspects of informed consent for the patient, but we must not forget that research projects can involve an entire subgroup of a population [56], and thus consideration should be given to the repercussions not only on the individual but also on the subgroup.

The Authorisation of 2016 established that in the case of research conducted on isolated populations, any research results that have an important bearing on prevention or treatment for the community must be communicated to them and to the local authorities.

Genetic data must not be shared or published, except in an aggregated form in which it is impossible to identify the subjects, even through indirect identifying data.

In addition, before beginning a study, researchers must conduct an information campaign to inform the communities involved, and may use local mass media and public presentations to illustrate the nature and goals of the research, the methods to be used, the sources of funding, and the risks and benefits expected for the populations involved.

This information effort must also indicate the possible risks of discrimination or stigmatization of the community involved, as well as the risks of the revelation of unexpected blood ties, and the actions planned to reduce these risks as much as possible.

CONCLUSION

The lack of Italian legislation to regulate the establishment and operations of biobanks causes considerable disorientation for legal experts and operators, with no definition of this topic or the rules to be applied.

Certainly, technological discoveries have opened surprising vistas and enabled new possibilities for treatment; at the same time they have posed the delicate and unresolved challenge of achieving a fair balance between scientific advances and the protection of human rights, particularly the respect of human dignity.

The status of Italian law on biobanks is particularly fragmented, “stratified, chaotic, and characterized by heteronomy [57].” There are documents that lack legally binding content, acts of soft law (for example, the Authorization of the Authority, amply discussed above) written ad hoc and with a case by case, and not always organized, approach to regulate the essential aspects linked to treatment of data and genetic tissues by biological banks [58], deontological codes, self-regulation guidelines adopted by the individual biobanks within their network, as well as recommendations and opinions by national institutions.

Thus biobanks today are still waiting for a specific and harmonized legislative regulation also about informed consent.

In light of these considerations, it is to be hoped that lawmakers will act to define an informed consent model for participation in genetic research that facilitates scientific research while respecting the privacy of the subject’s genetic data. It seems that the path to this legislative harmonization has reached a dead end. One possible outlet might be the adoption of the “broad consent” model, which allows the use of biological samples for research related to that for which consent was given, united with guarantees for the donor, such as the anonymization of the sample and an evaluation by an ethics committee [59]. Finally, biobanks should be set up as ‘public entities’ that are autonomous and independent of donors and researchers, in such a way that the distribution of biological samples takes place in a democratic and transparent way, with full respect for the fundamental good of the human person [60]. In this way, as augured by the National Committee for Bioethics [61], research biobanks should become a “new instrument for social solidarity.”
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